
Roll No. Annual 201 

Physics 
Paper: T (Group:I) (Academic Sossion 2017 2019) 

12 Objective (i2 Marks 12 

Time: 15 Minutes Code 7472 15 

Nole You have four choices for each objective type question as A, B, C and D. The choice which you think is corect. 
fil that circie in front of that question number. Use marker or pen to fil the circles. Cutting or filing bwo or more 

Circles will result in zero mark in that question. 

1. 1. Equation to find the time period of mass attached to a -ehyLI(L (t KU 2hsVL -1 .1 

Spring IS 

T-2 T2 (8) T-2 T "m (A) (D) (C) 

2. Intensity of sound of rustling of leaves is 

10- wm 10 wm (C) 10-l" wm2 (B) 10-1 wm (A) (D) 
JUlhrJ1LLS £h 3 

3 The instrument used to examine stomach is 

cystoscope (D) bronchoscope hu (C) gastroscope (B) peris cope is (A) 

Unit for power of lens is 

(B) dioptre l is (A) 
centimeter (D) meter (C) watt 

k L vir 5 

9x10° Nm (A) 
5. According to Coulomb's Law, the value of k is 

9x10° Nm*c (D) 9x10° Nm'c (C) 9x10" Nm*c (B) 

6 Two resistors of 6kS2 and 4kS are -n bGY 1 U zzS ip »L 4kQ 6k2 6 

connected in series.Their equivalent resistance is 

24k (D) 12k2 (C) 10k2 (B) 2k2 (A) 

7 Unit of time period is 

hertz (B) A) second 

8 if the current in a wire i dhi , i sio ssL eth dr U A8 

which is placed perpendicular to a magnetic field increases, the force on the wire will 

be zero dnj (D) increase d (C) decrease u (B) remain the same UruAU (A) 

n1 Jx 3X= A.B A-9 
9 If A.B then X is 1 when 

A= 1, B = 1 (D) A 0, B = 1 (C) A =1. B= 0 (B) A= 0, B =0 (A) 

10. In the thermionic emission, the particles emitted - Lhirte 0 L* LK-10 

from a hot metal surface are 

photons i} (D) neutrons hii (C) protons b (B) electronsi (A) 

11. From which of the followin9 you 

can get information almost about every thing? 

book A) internet F () computer (C) teacher (B) 

12 Release of energy by the Sun is due to - ot AiLPr -12 

nuclear fusion (B) nuclear fission A) 

(D) burning of gases 5Ur (C) chemical reaction 
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Roll No. Annual 2019 

Physics 
Paper: II (Group: II) Academic Session 2017- 2019) 

Subjective () 
Marks 48 

48 

145 
4f-RLLer (2)sesetrngUiUU :. Time 145 Hours 

Note Section I is compuls ory. Attempt any Two questions from Section ll. 

Section-1 Ui 

2. Write short answers to any Five Parts: (5 x2 10) - aLiz6;e-ss 

What is meant by simple harmonic motion? 

How damping progressively reduces the amplitude of oscillation? 

11. Derve a relation between velocity, 

frequeny and wavelength of a wave. 

V Write two uses of uitrasound in medical field. 

u1 »LIiU -iv 

vCalculate the intensity level of the faintest 

audible sound of intensity 10 wm 

VI What is meant by an ideal transformer? 

VI1Lenz's Law is a manifestation of the law of 

conservation of energy. Why? 

VIl State Faraday's Law of electromagnetic induction. 

3. Write short answors to any Five Parts : (5 x2 10) 

Define compound microscope. Write formula to find Ur sS * UUi A *sY i 

its magnification. 

State Snell's Law and write its formula. 

11. Define nearsightedness and how this defect can be corrected? 

v Define compact disc. How much data can be stored in it? 

What is difference. between cell phone and photo phone? 

Vi What is meant by information and communication technology? 

VIi. Write two properties of Alpha Paticles 

-VI 

VI 

VII. VWhat is meant by Gamma decay7 Write its general equation. 

(5 x 2 10) RLIZó;e- 
Write short answers to any Five Parts 

4. 
Define electrostatic inductioon. 

IState Coulomb's Law. 

i Write at least four uses of capacitors. 

-f u rLiN 

iv. Differentiate between Ohmic and non-Ohmic conductors. 

v. What is fuse? How it is connected in circuit? VI 

Wrile the use of circuit breaker. 

vi. Define thermionic emission. 

vii. Draw the truth table for NAND operation. 

(Section -ll,- L 

Each guestioncarries Nine (5+4- 9) marks wI5+ 4= 9)L2 

40 mm * » 5Hz /UU¢t s !» AAe LUE 80 cm Jiiz US U (a)-5 

6.(a) At one end of the ripple tank 80 cm across a 5 Hz vibrator produces fb6» 3, iz iile 

waves whose wavelength is 40 mm. Find the time the wave need to cross the 

) 

(b) Defin� refraction of light and write its laws 

Uiiz U-GY 12 e- Uz 12 Ve 2 Joi 6uF s12uF U i (a)-6 

6.(a) Two capacitors of capacitance 6LuP and 12uF are 

connected in series with 12 V battery. Find the equivalent capacitance of the combination. Find the charge 

and the potential diference across each capacitor. 

(b) Explain the factors which affect 

on resistance. Also define specific resistance. 

Kii S 60Jld26 -J 5.25 S8 60- J#I Z (a)-7/ 

7.(a) 
Cobalt-60 is a radioactive element with half life of 5.25 years. what fraction of the original sample will be left 

after 26 years? / AND L Uer4i AND (b) 

(b) Explain AND operation and write the truth table 

of AND gate. 
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S 
Roll No. Annual 2019 

(Scionce Group) 
Group:D 

Mathematics 

Paper:D 
Time: 2: 10 Hours 
Marks 60 

2:10 
60: 

Subloctive 

Note Secton I Ie compulsory. Attempt any three queetone fram 8ectlon but question number 9 le compulsony 

Sectlon I l2 
(6x2 12 

x-1lx =152 
Write short anewers to any Slx parts: joNaLuzgess-22. 

i. Solve by factorization. 

il. Solve by using quadratic fomula. 6x-3-7x =0 

ii. If a, are the roots kx +mx+n =0 (l* 0) B,a il 

of the equation +mx +n =0 (* 0) then find the value of 

+-5 v. Evaluate 

6x-8x+3 =0 V. Find the discriminant off 

lea.J unLI-3x+6 0 B.a s -vi 

vi. If a, are the roots of the equation ** -3x+6=0 fom equation whose roots are a B* 

vii. Define inverse variation. 

V. Find a third proportional to a-b,a-b - E -vii 

-u= 12 s4 ASv ? V=3 u=8,s yh Ë V ix 
ix. If u and varies inversely and u =8 when v=3 . Find V when u =12 

oyaLzsess -3 Write short answere to any Six parts: (6x2 12) 3. 

. Define proper fraction with example. 

X={1,4,7,9}, Y={2,45,9} find XnY XUY Y={2,4.5,9),X-{14,7.9) A 
. 

XUY and XnY 

ii. Define set with an example. 

(a-4,b-2) = (2,1) sls d a -iv 
iv. Find a and b if 

V. Write all the subsets of the set a,b} 

vi. Define arithmetic mean. 

vii. Find range from the given data 11500, 12400, 15000 14500, 14800 - ar 2q) -vi 

vil. Find Arithmetic mean 12,14. 17, 20. 24, 29, 35, 45 

ix. Define Mode. 

Write ahort answers to any six parts: (6x2 12) 4 
77 

I. Convert into degree. 

. Verity the identity 
tan +cot6 = sec6 cos ece 

il. Define Acute angle. 

v. Define sector of a circle. 

v. Define chord of a circle. 

vi. Define arc of circle. 

vii. Define diameter of circle. 
S SLLh -vii 

vii. Define inscribed circle. 

ix. Define polygon. 

(Turn over) 
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(2) 

Section p2 

:Noa Attempt any three questione. Each questlon carmies Elght (8) marks but question number 9 is compulsory. 

5.4a) Solve the given equation by completing square 11x-34x+3 = 0 

hee'aun2 * * px +q=0 ,a s (b) 

(b) If a,B are the roots of the equation x+ px +g =0 form equation whose roots are a 

6.(a) Solve the equation by using componendo dividendo theorem - neULZy ()-6 

-4 giz, (b) 
(b) Resolve into partial fractions (x-1) (x +1) 

AU(Bn) = (4U B)n(AUC) fAt?C={14,8) B={2,4,6,8, A= {1,2,3,4,5,6) (e)-7 

a)If A = {1,2,3,4, 5,6}, B = {2,4,6,8} and C = {1,4,8} then prove the ldentity 

AU(BnC) = (4 UB) n(AUC)D 

10.8,9,7,5,12,8,6,8,2 
(b) Calculate variance for the data 

(a)-8 
8.(a) Find angle of elevation of the Sun if a 6 feet man 

casts a 3.5. feet shadow. 

- ree R a, P t bt »£QRP uz Lui (b) 

PO 
(b) For an arc draw two perpendicular bisectors of the chords and of this arc, 

construct a circle through P ,Q and R. 

9 
9. Prove that perpendicular from the centre of a circle on 

a chord bisects it. 

OR 

Prove that the opposite angles of any 

uadrilateral inscribed in a circie are supplementary. 

* 
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Roll No. Annual 201 
Mathematics (Sclence Group) o I s)(TII) 
Paper I 
Time: 20 Minutes 

Marks: 15 

II: Group: I Oblectlve 2 
20 

Note- You have four choices for each objective type questlon as A, B, Cand D. The choice which you think is correct, 
fill that circle in front of that question number. Use marker or pen to fll the circles. Cuting or filling wo 
or more circies will result in zero mark in that question.. 

1 -1. The range of R={(1,3), (2, 2), (3,1),(4,4)} is -Un Range R 7 R = {(1,3),(2, 2),(3, 1), (4,4)}-1-1 

1,2,3,4) 1,3,4} 3,2,4) (B) {1,2,4) (A) (D) (C) 

Mean is affected by change in 2 i -2 

place (D) origin IG (C) (B) value A) ratio 

cos ec 45" = -3 

2 
3 Cos ec 45' = 

(D) (C) (B) 2/2 (A) 

4 
. 1+ sin 1-sin 6 

2.sec6 
1+sin 6 1-sin 

cos D) sec 0 (C) 2 cos 8) (A) 

5. The symbol used for a triangle is 

(D) (C) (B) (A) 

6. Two tangents drawn toa circle from a point 

outside it are of_ in length. 

h (C) 4 (B) i(A) tripple (D) double equal half 

7 A pair of chords of a circle subtending two congruent Et T eus u U/ J » -7 

central angles is 

parallel UiP (0) over lapping (C) incongruent (B) congruent (A) 

8. A line intersecting a circle is called 

Cr (D) (C) (B) tangent JU (A) secant diameter chord 

The quadratic formula is Urë U. » 9 

_-btvb* + 4ac .btvb+4ac 
(D)* 

-tv-4ac btvb-4ac 
(B) (C)X= (A) 

2a 2a 2a 2a 

10. Sum of the cube roots of unity is 

3 () (C) 1 (8) (A) 

11. If a,P are the roots of 3x* +5r- 2 0 -Aa+ B ? UnvL 3x* + 5x-2 = 0 B,a s -11 

then a+ is 

(D) (c) (8) (A) 

12. The fourth proportional w of X*y:: V: W is W U2 JAX:y:: v: w -12 

(D) (C) (8) (A) 
vy 

V 

13 f v =i=k f -13 
then w 

u wk (D) 
u = v°k 

(C) 
u = w'k 

(B) (A) 

2x+1 
(x+1)(x-1) 

14 2x+1 
(x+1(x-1) 

s a /an 

improper fradtion (D) proper fraction b (C) identityfu (B) equation (A) 
14. 

-iknso dhAR -15 

subset & 
15. A set with no element is called 

(A) 
empty set t (0) super set (C) singleton set E (9) For more notes, papers, test series visit www.notespk.com
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Roll No. 

(UIIeUIENV) 
Oblective 

Annual 2019 

Pakistan Studies (Comp) 
Group II (New Course) 

Paper 1I 
Time 15 Minutes 

( ) II 

Code 7918 15 3 
Marks: 10 10 

Note:- You have four choices for each objective type question as A,B,C, and D. The choice whlch you 
think is correct, fill that circile in front of that question number. Use marker or pen to fill the circles. 
Cutting or filling two or more circles will result in zero mark in that question. 

1. 1. The second largest project for producing hydro-eleçtric 
power in pakistan is 

Mangla Dam (B) Ghazi Barotha project y asi A) 

Warsak Dam (D) Tarbela Dam (C) 
2. According to the census of 1998, Pakistan's population was tT Uwet UL GP pys 1998 -2 

132.3 Million (D) 184.2 MIllon () 165.3 Milion (B) 142.8 Milion (A 
3. Punjab Protection of Women against Violance Act was passed on 

nj 24 February 2016 (B) 05 March 2016 (A) 

16 June 2016 (D) 1o April 2016 (C) 

4. In Qalat, a territory of Balochistan and in 

its surrounding, the spoken language is 

Balochi (D) Barahvi Ul (C) Hindko (B) Saraiki y A) 

5. The WNorld's tender age student rewarded a noble 

peace prize is 

Ifa Karim (B) Benazir Bhutto - (A) 

Malala Yousaf Zai (D) Marlam Mukhtiar s (©) 
6. Total number of the members of National Assembly is - ber Lisi6 

242 D) 342 (C) 442 (8) 322 (A) 

7. Bhutto's Government announced new labour policy in 

1972 A.D (D) 1971 A.D (C) 1970 A.D (B) 1974 A.D (A)

8. The wo ld's highest peak Mount Everest is 

ocated In 

Nepal U (O) Bhutan t (C) Maldives (B) Sri Lanka U (A) 

9. The People's Republic of China came into existance in 

1953 A.D (O) 1951 A.D (C) 1949 A.D (8) 1947 A.D (A) 

10. Under Indus Water Plan, link canals were built -du L4 JU 10 

(D) 7 ) (B) (A) 
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Ann 
Roll No. 

(o II UE) 
Pakistan Studies(Comp) 
Group: 1I( New Course) 
Paper II 
Time 1.45 Hours 

Uis) III 
II 

E1.45 (Subjectiveode) 
40 

Marks 40 

Note: Section I s compulsory. Attempt any Two questions from section II. 

(Sectlon-IJI2 
Write short answers to any Slx parts. (6 x2 12) 

2. 

i. What is the period of first term of Benazir fyG: Lw J sGH4 Z t » yA P i 

Bhuitto's Government and which president dismissed her? 

. What schemes did Benazir Bhutto launch tL N uiiniuLkn u i 

for farmers and women in her second tenure of Government 

il. Which national plans were started In 

Muhammad Nawaz Sharif's firet Government7 

iv. Define "Floor Crossing". 
v. Introduce President Ayub Khan's Basic Democracies 

System. 
vi. When and between which countrles was Istanbul Treaty signed? 

vii. What was the purpose of establishing Organization of Islamic 

Conference? 
vii. Write the name of four central Asian countries. 

X 

ix. Write the name of member countries of SAARC 

Organization and what was the basic purpose of this organization? 
3 

(6 x2 12) jea#Lizge-ls 
3. Write short answers to any Sx parts. 

Write the name of four kharif crops. 

i. To which countries does Pakistan export cement? 

ili. Write two causes of poverty in Pakistan. 

iv. What is meant by Karez? 

v. How has Edward Tyler defined culture? 

vi. Write two suggestions for the solution of health problems 

in Pakistan. 

vii. What is meant by population census? 

vili. What type of dress is liked in rural areas of Punjab? 

ix, What notable achievement has the Punjab 

Government attained in connection with protectlon of women? 

( (8) LUrD Section II-e 
4. Narrate the important events of Mian Nawaz 

Sharif's periods of Government.

- KetLu s -5 

5. Analyse the relations between Pakistan and India. 

6. Write note on the following: 

(0) Importance of Sea Ports of Pakistan 

(1) Balochi language 
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Roll No Annual 20 
Computer Science (New Scheme) (us II UiEo) 
Paper (Group-11) Objective Time : 15 Minutes 

15 Marks : 10 
10 fe-fss)aizLizooe-uiibLgièver a¢ Qz-UI D C,B, A R LUrz 

SnusulkusiLersisso3bnsie Note: You have four choices for each objective type question as A,B, C and D. The cholce which you think is correct, fill that circle in front of that question number. Use marker or pen to fill the circles. Cutting or filling two or more circles will result in zero marks in that question 

- 1-1 
1. 1. Algorithm is a 

design document requirement document uLsLi (A) 

1 (C) 
user guide 

test document 

2. The technique " Divide and Conquer " 

is used to solve 

complex problems (B) simple problems J (A) 
complex and large problems UL s (D) large problems (C) 

3. A variable name must start with a (n) 

underscore (B) alphabet (A) 

alphabet or underscore (D) digit (C) 
4. The short key Used to load a program in GW-BASIC is 

F4 (D) F3 () F2 (8) F1 (A) 

5. The types of control structures in BASIC are 

(D) 5 (C) (B) 3 (A) 
6. Which of the following is not a valid subscript? wlet -6 

A(2) (D) B (4) (C) A(-2) (B) NUM (10) (A) 

7. In two dimensional Array, when 

elements. 
Gimension is not mentioned, the array should not have more than 

. 

121 (D) 110 (C) 100 (B) 10 (A) 

8 
8. The function is used to convert 

ASC1l codes to its character equivalent. 

CHR () (D) CHR $ () (C) CHAR (B) CHAR $ () A) 
9. Normally, the computer monitor screen is in 

Text mode (B) Graphic mode (A) 

none of these (D) Both A & B Uh» Bsi A (C) 
10. Which keyboard shortcut is used to make the selected trJI Lvws S Ss -10 

word bold? 

CTRL+ B (D) ALT+B (C) SHIFT+B (B) CTRL +SHIFT 8 (A) 
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Roil No Annu 
Computer Science(Now scheme) 

Paper: (Group ) I 

Marks : 40 Subjective 40 

Time: 1.45 Hours 1.45 
-44jeyRLsul (2) »edsetp pdUUs i 

Note:- Section I is compulsory. Attempt any two questlons from Section 

Sectlon-| iD 
2. Write short answers to any Four parts :(4 x2= 8) -2 

i. Which errors are most difficult to find and why? 
ii. Write any two advantages of flowchart 

ii. Define CLEAR command with syntax. s S CLEAR i 
iv. What is type conversion. 

v. What is the purpose and syntax of GOTO statement? - GOTo -v 
vi. Define Loop. -vi 

Write short answers to any Four parts (4 x 2 8) jeaLIzI ke 3. -3 

i. What is an Array? - i 
t Dim -i ii. Define Dim statement.

ii. List two names of an array. 

s MIDS _iv 
Eukei -v 

iv. Define MIDS function. 

v. State numeric function. 

vi. What dô you mean by user defined function? 

(4 x 2 8)-¢ijeyRALzI e 4 
4. Write short answers to any Four parts: 

i. What is PALETTE statement. Also write -4f Sy K-s Ve PALETTE i 

its syntax. 

ii. Write purpose and syntax of DRAW statement. 4 * DRAW -i 

ii. Write purpose of - k Ss sE KT " Speling and grammar" -ii 

"Speling and grammar option in MS-WORD. 

iv. Differentiate between CUT w O kL icOPY ! CUTU MS-WORD -iv 

and COPY OPTION in MS-WwORD. 

dn #-v 
v. What is Status Bar? 

- 5S CTRL+V -vi vi. Write purpose of CTRL+V shortcut key. 

Sectlon-I_ 
5 

5. What is debugging?

How many types of errors can occur in program? Explain in short. 

6. 
What is meant by variables. Explain its types. 

Define loop. - l WHILE -WEND FOR NEXT - s y 
7. 

Explain FOR NEXT loop and WHILE WEND loop. 
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. *** ********* 

Roll No. Annuas019 
s I UAE)- ( II) 

Academic Session 2017 2019 

Oblective (i2 

Chemistry (New Scheme) 
Paper: T (Group:I) 

2 Marks: 12 
Time 15 Minutes 15: 

Note: You have four choices for each objective type question as A, 8, Cand D. The choice which you think is correct, 
fill that circle in front of that question number. Use marker or pen to fil the circles. Cutting or rling two or more 
circles will result in zero mark in that question. 

1. 1. One of the following is used as jet fuel. 

kerosene oil L (o) diesel all t Uz (C) fuel oil J# (6) lubricating oil 4 a 

2. Maximum density of water at 4C is 

2.0g cm (D) 1.5g cm (C) 1.0g cm (B) 0.Sg cm (A) 

3. Chemical compound used in Clark's method is 

NaOH Ca(OH) (A) CaO (D) HCI (C) B) 

4 Percentage of by volume present in dry air is 

78.09% (D) 20.94 (C) O. 3 % (B) 0.03 % A) 

5. Fatty acids are the building blocks of 

vitamin t (D) glucose iE (C) protein (B) lipids (A) 

Dr b 6 
6. Formula of stearic acid is 

Ciyy, COOH (D) CH,cOOH (C) C1,H,, COOH (B) Ci,H,CoOH (A 

7. Dehydration of alcohols is carried out with 

HNO, HC H,PO (A) (D) (C) (B) 

8. Percentage quantity of carbon in peat is 

80 % (C) 70 % (B) 60 % (A) 
90 % (D) 

9. Lactic Acid is found in 

Apple (C) Orange 2 (8) Lemon U (A) 
sour milk amin (0) 

-Unaa pHU»I U -10 
10 pH of neutral substances is always equal to 

(C) 5 (B) (A) 
14 (D) 7 

11. The colour of iodine gas is 

black (C) orange (8) purple 4 (A) white (D) 

-is sL4 -12 
12. Guldberg and Waage put forward Law of Mass Action in 

(D) 1879 A.D (C) 1869 A.D (B) 1859 A.D (A) 
1889 A.D 
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Roll No. Annua 

( 2) Chomistry (Now Schomo) 

(Group: II) 

(ns II LLUE) 
(Acadomic Sossion 2017 2019) 

Subjoctive (de) 
) (II Paper II 

Marks: 48 
Time : 1:45 Hours 

48 S 

1 45: 
Note: Section I is compulsory. Attempt any Two questions from Section I1. 

Sectlon1Ui) 
2 (5 x2 10) - aLzIG;e-Í/ 2. Writo short answers to any Fivo Parts 

State the law of mass action. 

How S dynamic equilibrium established? 

If.> k. then predict the direction of reaction. 
v. What is equilibrium constant? How is it represented? 
V. Write do vn two uses of sulphuric acid. 

e vi vi Whal is meant by adduct? 

VI Write the formulae of bleaching powder and potash alum. 

Vi Name two acids used in the preservation of food. 

3 
Write short answers to any Fivo Parts: (5 x2- 10) 3. 

How are alkyl radicals formed? Explain with example. 

t. Define molecular formula and give an example. 
ii Write down bromine water test. 

iv. Write down two uses of Ethene. 

VWhy alkenes are known as "Olefins"? 
vi Write down structural formula of glucose 

Vii. Write down two uses of carbohydrates. 
vii. Define " Lipids " 

iy -vii 

(5x2 10) - aLAzIE;eÍS 4 
4. Write short answers to any Five Parts: 

i. Write two effects of global warming 

i. Write the names of four regions of atmosphere. 
ii What is catalytic convertor? 

-i 
iv Why is the water molecule polar? 

-iV 

vWhat is hepatitus? 
VI How is ammonia prepared by Haber's Process? 

vii. Define Petroleum. 

vii. Define Minerals 
-Viil 

Section-IL ) 

Each quostion carrlos Nine (5+4=9) marks Z(5+4= 9) LJra) 5.(a) write five macroscopic characteristics of dynamic equilibrium. 
(b). Wrile any four chemical properties of acids. 

6.(a) Write five physical properties of alkanes 
(b) Explain the four sources and uses of proteins 

7.(a) Write a detailed note on fractional distillation of petroleum. 
(b) Explain the methods of removing permanent 

hardness of wateer. 
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Roll No. Annual 2019 

II 44 
20 : 

15 

Bl-afevsLs4TÖU "uf"1 
(D) (C) (B) bs J A) 

(D) (C)t K=» (B) (A) 

(D) (C) (B) (A) 

(D) C) (8) (A) 

(D) (C) 43 (B) (A) 

1857 (D) 1841 (C) 1831 (B) 1821 (A) 

(D) (C) (B) (A) 
- h=s " " -8 

(D) (C) (B) i (A) 

vs " "9 

(D) (C) (B) (A) 

- "L SÍ" -10 
(B) (A) 

-ri Ja-11 
(D) (C) (B) (A) 

-fe u A "7A "-12 

(D) (C) (B) (A) 

�Ce i -13 

(B) ' SAS (A) 

U1sT i -14 

(D) (C) 

LT (D) (C) (B) (A) 

(D) (C) (A) 
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Roll No. 
Annual 2019 II 

60 

2.10: 2 X6 10 

T 

() 

(1) 

T 

(t) 

(Iil) 
6+5 10 

-3 

10 

4 

(i) 

(ii) 

iv) 

() 
15 

() 
() 

6 x 2 10 
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St 
Roll No. Annual 2 

Islamiyat (Comp) 
Paper : II Group II II 

1.45 Time : 1.45 Hours (Subiective den 
Marks: 40 40 

(Section-I Ji2) 
(6x 2 12) Write short answers to any Six parts. 

-2 

Translate it i 
i. What has been asked to believers to recall in Surah Al-Ahzab7 

ii. Write meanings5. 

iv. Write down importance of drood and salaam on - s rwm Jv As U2I i -iv 
Rasool (S.A.W) in the light of Surah Al-Ahzab. 

v. What talks have been asked to 

Ahl-e-Bait to remember in homes according to Surah Al-Ahzab? 

vi. What is the method to ask for something from wives of 

Holy Rasool 
vii. Translate it - -vi 

vii. What have been described about divorce and 

Iddat in Surah Ahzab? 

ix. What is the behaviour of non-believers 

with Muslims when they dominate over them? 

-4feuaLAz�eis 
Whi :h two aspects should be kept in view while listening fuz » Uolcè $ K 

3. Write short answers to any Six parts. (6x 2- 12) 

Friday sermon? 

ii. Write down three benefits of fasting. 

ii. Write down the method of ablution. 

iv. At what two occasions taking bath is legal (Masnoon)? 

v. How do nations destroy in disaster and at the hour of trial? 

vi. Between which two, nikkah provides a legal 

foundation of family life. 
-VII 

vii. Write two duties of wife. 

vii. Which qualities of pious women( wives) have been 

described by Allah Almighty? 

ix. Write the saying of Holy Rasool (S.A.W) about the 

rights of slaves. 

(Section-II 4 

(4x28) Translate any two of the following 

Quranic verses: 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 5 
(2,1) 

5. Translate and explain the following Hadith: 

6 

6. 
What do you mean by Zojaln and 

(5) 
also write their rights on each other 

OR 

What is meant by migration? Describe its benefits 

and significance. 
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Swe 
Roll No. 

Annual 2019 
Islamiyat (Comp) 
Paper II Group: II 
Time: 15 Minutess Obiective i 

15 : 
Marks 10 

10 
Ah VLzeneuhéqivLJrngyKiz -UjL D C,B, A RIyLs Note:- You have four choices for each objective type question as A,B.C, and D. The choice which you 

think is correct, fill that circle In front of that question number. Use marker or pen to fill the circles. 

Cuting or filling two or more circles will result in zero mark in that question. 
1. 1. The responsibility for wife's expenditures is on 

Ub JUei LUe -1 -1 
husband ur () 

brother du (c) 
father-in-law (B) father (A)N 

2. The piliar of deen ( religion) is 

zakat / (D) 
haj (C) fast 

(8) prayer (A) 
3. i means 

charity givers Lh i (B) 
non- believers 

LhLso (A) who verify 
(D) believers 4. The good amongst people is he who glves people 

wealth 
(D) U (C) water 

profit (8) meal (A) 
5 The most deserving to pay gratitude is are 

tnends ) (D) 
Allah Almighty d (C) parents u N (8) teacher i (A) 

6 33 means 

you get happy 
(B) you tell 

(A) you hide 
(D) 

u C) you waste 7. Haj is obligatory (Faraz) on each 

AUi-7 man of means (D) citizen 4U (C) trader t (B) Muslim <wu (A) 
8 The best deed before the obligation of jehad was 

migration (D) 
zakat (C) 

i (B) prayer ast 

(A) 
9. Allah AImighty has not made. in man according to u AL GT JUi e ilyi7i iur 9 

Surah Al-Ahzab. 

two bladders » (D) two kidneys L » (C) two hearts Ja» (B) two livers » (A) 
10. Allah Almighty divided you into nations and tribes so U St } uut s uri L di -10 

that you may be 

exalted u (D) developed i (c) recognized uy (8) respected y (A) 
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Roll No. Annual 2019 Biology 
Paper I 
Marks: 48 
Time: 1: 45 Hours 

Academic Sesslon 2017 2019) 
Subjective (JS) 

Group : I) 

48 
1 45:3 #1jeNRLetr (2)»edletp¢UNJs: Note: Section I is compulsory. Attempt any Two questions from Section I. 

SectionI UiD 
(5x2 10) 

2. Write short answers to any Flve Parts: 
2 

i. What are lenticels? Write their function. 
i. Differentiate between breathing and respiration. 

ii. What is pneumonia 7 Write its cause. 
iv. Define Guttation. 

v. Write the name of two main organs working for homeostasis. vi. Define ganglion. 

bw vi vii. What is meant by stimulus? 
vii. Write the names of two hormones produced by ovaries. 

3 Write short answers to any Five Parts : (5 x 2= 10) 
3 

i. Write down the roles of tendons and ligaments. 
i. Define Joint. Write down names of its two types. 

ii. What is difference between epigeal germination and 
hypogeal germination ? 

iv. What are gonads? Write down the names of male and -tLi aUL i-iv female gonads. 

v. Write down two main objectives of National Aids Control Program. vi. What is meant by nucleosomes. 
vii. Write down two main sources of variations in sexualy ui » Lu : u s »g vi reproducing populations. 

vii. Differentiate between breeds and cultivars. 
Write short answers to any Five Parts: (5x2 10) 

4 

4. 

i. Define Ecosystem. Give an example. 
ii. Write down four symptoms of Dengue fever ii. What is meant by utrophication? 

iv. Write down the name of basic steps in genetic engineering. v. What is meant by Novel Protein or minifood? 
vi. What are sedatives? Write its two effects. 

vii. Differentiate between drug and addictive drugs. 
vii. What is iodine tincture? VWrite its usse. 

LSection-ll-p 
Each questlon carrles Nine (5 +49) marks utz (6+4 = 9)/ LUra) 5. (a) Describe the structure of spinal cord. 

SKy (a)-5 (b) Describe the function of human kidney. 
6. (a) Describe binary fission with examples. 

(b) Explain in detail movable joints. 
SrLviJS (D) 7. (a) Write five objectives of genetic engineering. 

(b) Write four adverse effects of acid rain. 
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